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Introduction
The great thing about automated driving is that all trains run around automatically and stop at the right
places. Whether this is just before the signal or in the middle of a platform, or against the buffers of a
train, everything is possible thanks to iTrain’ s position calculation. Because the software knows a lot of
basic data about every locomotive and train such as lengths, delays and a calibrated scale speed, it can
determine the exact location on the track with time and speed. Thanks to this method, many forms of
dynamics are now possible on the model railway
In this manual we explain how it works with text and example. How you can calibrate a locomotive and
adjust it accurately so that you can get the most out of your model railway and iTrain.
We hope you enjoy this tutorial. If questions or comments arise, you are always free to ask them by
contacting us. You can find the contact details on our website.
Sincerely,
Martin Domburg
Domburg Train Support
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Why do we have to calibrate locomotives
For every software program it is important to know the scale speed of a locomotive. With one program it
is only important to achieve a certain scale speed on the track, for the advanced software from iTrain it is
the basis for the entire control of the model railway. Calibration allows the software to track the
locomotive to the nearest millimetre and stop at the exact location you want.
But before we can realize this, we need more than a calibration, so the positioning on the track is not only
influenced by the speed of the locomotive. But by many more factors:
- Where is the first power draw after the buffer
- What is the decoder reaction delay
- Is there a flywheel in the locomotive?
- State of maintenance of the loco
- How long is the locomotive and the train behind it
All these items play an important role in the accuracy on the layout. In earlier versions of software, the
technology here was not yet able to stop locomotives to the millimetres. Today, the technology is so
advanced that this accuracy can be reliably applied. And don't forget, the technology is not standing still,
calibration may not even be necessary in 10 years.

What do we have to do before we can calibrate a locomotive?
There are a few aspects that a locomotive must meet to get the most out of it:
 Loco must be technically in good condition.
 The load control must be properly adjusted.
 The lengths and data must be accurately entered, preferably in millimetres.
 The section over which the measurement takes place must be straight and free of bumps and
obstacles.
We'll tell you more about all these items later in this Tutorial, but first let's start with the calibration itself.
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How do locomotives get calibrated in iTrain
To calibrate a locomotive, we need a so-called gauge track. This can be a part on the model railroad itself,
but it can also be a loose track next to your model railroad. These are the most important requirements:
 The part that is measured must be straight, clean and free of bumps
 The 10 centimetres before and after the measurement section must also be straight
 Before and after the measurement sections a free run of more than 50 cm in N, 100 cm in H0, so
that locos can run out and change direction
 Do not make the length of the measurement section too long. In scale N and H0, 20 cm is enough.
The lengths of the measurement sections may also be longer than indicated above. Only then the chance
that the locomotive stands still in the measurement section on the low steps is higher than when the
section is short.
If the calibration track meets this requirement, we can get started!
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The possible methods of calibrating
There are 3 different options to perform a speed measurement in iTrain:
 Device
 Two detectors
 Central detector with side detectors
The option "central detector with side detectors" is preferred by us, we will also discuss this in this
tutorial. Of course, all three methods work well, but we find this option the easiest to apply.

Device
You can use a device to perform the calibration. Physically we then talk about two light locks next to the
track. The locomotive interrupts the first light gate with which it starts the measurement, the moment
the second light gate is interrupted it stops the measurement and possibly repeats it in the other
direction and with other steps.
Devices known to us that can be used:
 OC32 with two light emitters
 uCon Railspeed from LS Digital

Two detectors
In the method of the two detectors, one detector is used in one direction, and the other detector for the
other direction. The advantage of this is that there may be a piece of undetected track between the two
sections. In iTrain you only specify the distance from the beginning of detector 1 to the beginning of
detector 2 and vice versa. As soon as the detector is activated, the measurement starts until the other
detector is activated. The locomotive then leaves that second section and stops. Optionally, he can then
turn around and perform the next step.
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Central detector with side detectors
This method is our favourite because of the simple construction and the small chance of an incorrect
measurement. In this story there is only 1 detector that he measures in both directions. As soon as the
central detector is activated, the measurement starts to run until the side detector is activated. The
locomotive stops as soon as the central detector is released and then possibly reverses.

The Physical execution of a calibration track
In this chapter we will tell you more about two of the three methods. For users, the device is a matter of
reading the manual to make it work. The other methods require a bit more work because physical
sections must be made.

Two detector method
1. Apply the separations to provide the sections with detection. We recommend the length of the
two detectors about 50 cm for scale N and H0, more is allowed but not necessary and less
accurate.
2. Solder a wire to each of the two measuring sections and connect it to a busy detector. (At
Dinamo you just grab a block for the entire calibration track)
3. The two outlet sections may be provided with an undetected voltage, but a busy detector for
each outlet section is tidier.

Central detector with side detectors
1. Apply the separations to provide the three sections with detection. We recommend the length of
the central detectors about 20 cm for scale N and H0, more is allowed but not necessary and less
accurate.
2. Solder one wire to each of the two side detectors and one to the central detector and connect
this to a busy detector. (At Dinamo you just grab a block for the entire calibration track)

Drawing a calibration track in iTrain
In iTrain, you draw a normal block for both methods, which may be separate from the rest if you draw a
calibration track and does not require any side blocks or the like. If your calibration section is in the main
road, you simply create the block as it should work in automatic mode.
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A few rules:
 On the main lane: Direction of the block on "preferred direction" or "both directions" and the
blocks on the left and right thereof also for safety
 On a loose gauge track: Direction of the block on “both directions”
 Block type: Free lane or service track, the preference is free lane. More tick the box that driving
direction changes are allowed.
The advantage of calibrating on the main track, or if you complete the calibration track, is that you do not
have to calibrate two directions, but the locomotive can also run laps. He then runs on a different step
each lap until the next calibration is completed. We never actually use this because it takes a long time in
the low steps before the locomotive crawls around.
The last step is to enter the length of the detectors and the addresses of the detector at the detectors
and to enter them correctly in the block properties together with the length of the block. But this is basic
knowledge of iTrain, which we assume is present before you start calibration. A calibration block is simply
drawn and set up like any other block, the calibration only uses this data.
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Preparing to Calibrate
When the calibration tracks are ready, the real calibration can begin. First, we explain how to set up the
two methods.
To get into the calibration program, we must first call it:
1. Select the locomotive you want to calibrate
2. Go to “Show” in the menu bar
3. Click on "Speed measurements" on the drop-down menu
4. Finally click on “Locomotives”
You will then see the speed measurement screen.

The screen for calibration Central detectors with side detectors
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Explanation:
1. Choose the calibration method
2. Choice for which locomotive must be calibrated
3. Selection of the detectors used for the calibration
4. Distance between sections, with the central detector option, you enter this yourself when you select
the detectors. With the two detector method you have to specify this yourself by measuring the
distance from the initial detector 1 to the initial detector two, and vice versa.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

The speed steps and the result of the measurement in figures
The result displayed in a graph
By checking this option, iTrain can automatically change the direction for the next calibration.
By checking this option, iTrain can perform the calibration both forwards and backwards.
Select the previous measurement
This selects the next measurement
Start the calibration
Stop the calibration
Apply the calibration definitively to the locomotive, only when this button is used will the locomotive
be assigned the result of that speed measurement.

Chooses of digital decoder steps
Most of us use DCC decoders in their locomotives, so this chapter is only for this target group.
You have the choice to specify your locomotive decoder type DCC (28) and DCC (128). Each decoder that
is set to 28/128 steps in CV29 can handle both types.
If the locomotive drives single traction, 28 steps are more than enough.
If you are driving a double traction, select the 128 steps. The advantage is that each step will then in fact
have 4 intermediate steps. As a result, the speeds of the two locomotives are closer to each other and
they drive in better synchronism than when they must do this with 28 steps.
Note: With 128 steps set the deceleration delay to 100ms and a step size of 4. If you do not do this, it will
take too long for the train to go from step 128 to 0 and iTrain will activate the emergency brake if it
enters a block. iTrain calculates in advance whether a train with its speed and settings can break and stop
in time. If this fails, the train will be stopped abruptly at the start of the block. The acceleration delay is
preferred at 200 ms and step size 1, but this is just what you find the nicest and nicest ride.
A very delayed acceleration of the locomotive has no influence on the functioning of the positioning, only
the deceleration of the locomotive must be precise. The acceleration will not activate an emergency
brake because it will not reach the end of the block.
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Afterwards you can simply change the type without having to perform the calibration again, iTrain
calculates the intermediate steps itself.

Massa simulation in the decoder
It is necessary for iTrain to have maximum control over the locomotive decoder. It is therefore important
that the acceleration and deceleration delay in the decoder is set to 0 (CV3 and CV4). However, we then
get the speed step increase in iTrain visible as a step shape. To prevent this, you can set the value to 2 or
3 of these CVs. This is easy to correct during the adjustment and gives a nice effect.
During the calibration, iTrain will activate the "Direct control" function internally, but iTrain also wants to
activate this in the decoder. Many decoders have this function where CV3 and CV4 are switched off. But
this is not always clear and reliable. That is why, before calibrating a locomotive, we always set the CV3
and CV4 temporarily to 0 to ensure that these delays do not play a role during the calibration process.
After the calibration, it can be reset to the old value 2 or 3.
Exception:
They are also available with locos that contain sound. Sound decoders need a high acceleration and
deceleration delay in the decoder to function properly. If you set this layer, the brake noise and
acceleration noise do not work properly or not at all. During calibration we also temporarily set it to 0, to
restore it to its former value after calibration. By the way, we do not turn the sound on during calibration.

Controlling the speed of the locomotive in the decoder
In the decoder you can determine the speed of the locomotive in two ways, via a speed graph, or the
most used method of minimum, medium and maximum speed. Also known as CV2, 5 and 6.
CV2: minimum speed at which the value represents step 1
CV5: maximum speed at which the value represents step 28
Where you can enter a value
between 0 and 255. We often start
with CV2 at value 1, I usually set CV5
to 100 and adjust from that point
until I have found a nice top speed.

Mid Speed CV6
It is simple; the middle speed is the
value that step 14 must represent. It
goes without saying that the value of
CV6 must always have a value
between the value of CV2 and the
value of CV5. The value may therefore
not be outside of the two.
Bron: Handleiding Kuehn N45
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The principle is easy to explain. Visualize yourself a rope in front of you that is tense, on the ground it is
held by CV2, further down on a ladder is CV5 holding the other end. You now have a right line between
CV2 and CV5.
You are CV6 yourself and stand in the middle and grab the rope. If you pull the rope down now, you will
get a line that stays low in the beginning and only really starts rising after the middle. A bit like a heavy
freight train that must drag on the trail in the beginning and only starts to make speed after a few steps.
If you now push the rope upwards, you will get a line that first rises quickly, and then flattens in
ascension. A bit like a sprinter or express train.
With CV6 you determine the curvature of the line between CV2 and CV5.
You will therefore always have to enter the value of CV6 in the decoder once you have adjusted CV2 or
CV5. If the value of CV6 is outside the values of CV2 or CV5, then you get a very strange curve, with all the
strange behaviours that that entails.
There are a few exceptions to the rule:
Kuehn: if you leave the value of CV6 at 0, it will itself create a linear line between the value of CV2 and
CV5
Doehler & Haass: It does not have CV6, but it is housed in CV48 where you can determine a curve with 8
pre-sets.
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Perform the calibration
If you have set the CV3 and CV4 to 0, then we can start calibrating. Check in advance whether the rails are
clean, and the locomotive has good contact and no dirty wheels!
If that is successful, then these are the steps:

Check if the locomotive is moving at step 1
1. Click on step 1 in the step-by-step window, which will turn blue
2. Click on the start button and check whether the locomotive is running.
Try to keep the CV2 as low as possible, increasing it to a desired creep speed.

Check if the locomotive is moving at step 28 or 128
1. Click on step 28 in the step window, this will turn blue
2. Click on the start button and check after the measurement whether the locomotive is not
speeding.
If our maximum speed on the track is 100 km/h, we will have no use for a locomotive that can run at 200
km/h, which means that we will never use most of the steps. Reduce or increase CV5 in the decoder until
the measurement from step 28 is just slightly above the maximum web speed. In the case of a maximum
speed of 100 km/h I try to get the locomotive between 105 km/h and 115 km/h on steps 28 or 128. He
then has some reserve in case he can drive in double traction.
If this is completely correct, we can perform the final calibration, these are the steps:
1. Right-click on step 28, a pop-up menu will appear
2. Select the option "select all", with type DCC 128 you can also do "select at 4", it will then skip 4
steps each time. The more steps the more precise the calibration will be. Despite the fact that
afterwards iTrain smoothed the measurements to a usable curve.
3. Click on “start”
4. Check whether the locomotive is moving in the right direction, if not: click on stop, change
direction and click on start again.
5. Wait until the measurements have finished
6. Clear steps that went wrong by removing the value there.
7. Afterwards click on “apply”, iTrain soothes the graph and fills in empty fields.
8. Your locomotive has been calibrated and is ready to be tuned.
If it happens during the measurement that a locomotive hang, no problem. This is arranged in steps 6 and
7. If necessary, repeat the steps where iTrain corrects too much by making incorrect measurements by
recalibrating these step fields.

Tips for analogue locomotives when using Dinamo
Analog locomotives are difficult to calibrate because the engine gets warm during the measurement. We
have a few rules for this:
1. If possible, perform the measurement with the carriages behind the locomotive as it will be running
on the track
2. If the train will run a lot, repeat the calibration 2 or 3 times so that it is well warm.
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3. Begin the calibration from the highest step to low.
4. Ride the train a little from time to time from low to high
 The minimum speed for analogue locomotives is almost never step 1, usually it is around step 20
 The maximum speed for analogue locomotives is usually already achieved at step 35.
 Dinamo can control the locomotive in 63 steps.
For the locomotive's function assignment, always select the "Light front / rear" function on f0 and the
"direct control" function on f1. With the latter, iTrain itself switches off the acceleration and deceleration
delay of the locomotive. This is entirely software-based.
Kickstart
Select the lowest step as the kickstart and multiply by 1.5. Insert the result of this in the Kickstart box of
the locomotive properties.

What does the graphic tell me?
The graph speaks volumes about the load control of your locomotive. If this is correct, you will get a nice
curve as set with the minimum, medium and maximum speed settings in the decoder.
But it often happens that the graph is very fluffy, far from having a nice line, or that a few steps at the top
remain the same or even drop. These are signals that the load control of the locomotive is not set
correctly. Initially you will not notice much of it, but the locomotive will be fickle and unreliable in its
positioning.
We can assist you to adjust the load regulation, we give a workshop for this. Adjusting the load regulation
can be a best challenge, but our motto is: If you try nothing you will not learn anything. The manuals of
the decoders often contain step-by-step plans for setting the load control.

Examples of good calibrations

The perfect measurement, both lines tight and identical
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Examples of poor calibrations

Steps 14 to 28 have become useless

Many fluctuations in the middle area
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Precise adjustment of your locomotive
Now that the calibration is ready, we still must adjust the locomotive. We do this with two random blocks
by checking whether they stop at the specified stop position in that block. We see this by letting the
locomotive commute between the blocks and then measuring whether it stops at the right position.
To do this, choose two blocks of enough length and, for convenience, set a stop position in those blocks
of -100 mm. We like to work in millimetres because this is more accurate than centimetres. Stick a piece
of tape along the stop position and mark the exact stop position 100 mm before the end of the block.
Make sure that the length of the detectors and the block are exactly right! It is also advisable to set the
two blocks and the blocks between them in “both directions”.

Characteristics of the locomotive
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Because the image is from the Dutch version, I have put the Dutch names in parentheses behind the
English translation.
This image shows in a box which part is important for the accuracy of the positioning, in addition to the
specified length of the locomotive.
You measure the locomotive length from buffer to buffer, as precisely as possible!

Mass simulation (Traagheidssimulatie)

The delay in milliseconds between each speed step within iTrain. If the locomotives cannot stop in time in
a block or get an emergency brake, it is possible that these values are too high for the length of your
blocks.
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Detection offset (Terugmelder offset)
This is the distance from the buffer to the first point where the current is taken. That is also the first point
after the buffer that the detection is activated. Then iTrain knows how many millimetres the locomotive
is already in the block when the detection takes place.
In most cases this is done through busy detection, but you can also opt for light lock or reed contact
detection.
Measure the distance on both the front and the back.

Reaction delay (Reactievertraging)
Perhaps the most important of them all. Each decoder has a delay in which the packages are processed.
One decoder is faster than the other, but factors such as a flywheel, transmission or deceleration set in
the decoder also play a major role.
The effect we are talking about is the delay in which the locomotive responds. iTrain can give the
command but it can only take a few milliseconds before the command is executed.
By playing with these values you can experiment in the next chapter. This allows you to stop the
locomotive more accurately and shunting to a millimetre’s accuracy is possible.
There are a few guidelines:
 Normal locos are often between 200 and 500 ms
 Locos with a flywheel between 500 and 1000 ms
 Locos with sound between 1000 and 3000 ms
 Analog locos between 700 and 1500 ms
The locomotives with sound have a high delay because we must keep the deceleration delay high in the
decoder. If iTrain thinks the locomotive has stopped, it will in fact continue to roll. By increasing the
values, you correct that effect and iTrain starts braking earlier.
 A higher value will make the loco stop earlier
 A lower value will make te loco stop later
I often start with normal locos at 500 ms in both directions, and with sound locks at 1000 ms in both
directions, and then continue to the next chapter.
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Adjusting the locomotive on the track
A nice but, depending on your internal rivet counter, a time-consuming job. We will have the locomotive
commute between the two previously selected blocks and adjust the locomotive's reaction delay with
that result.
We do this with the drag-and-drop principle in iTrain. That works quite simply, you put the locomotive in
a block, check the direction of travel, and then drag it with the left mouse button (click and hold) to the
block where you want the locomotive to travel. You release the mouse there if it is on the block icon and
a pop-up menu appears, where we choose the "Route" option. iTrain will automatically send the
locomotive to that block at the normal speeds and have it stop there at its stop position.
The steps to perform the adjustment:
1. Place the locomotive in the first block
2. Check the driving direction in the block
3. Check the locomotive's driving direction for forward, possibly change it in the right direction
4. Turn on the lights of the locomotive and check whether the locomotive is also physically in the
right direction, otherwise turn it around.
5. Now drag and drop it on the second block and choose "route"
6. If the locomotive has stopped there, measure the exact position of the buffer to the end of the
block.
You have probably now noticed that the locomotive has not stopped at the specified stop position. If it
has passed this then you increase the value for "forward" in the reaction delay segment of the locomotive
properties. If the locomotive stops too early, the value will be reduced. Start increasing and decreasing
with values of 100 ms and decrease this as the positioning gets better.
7.
8.
9.
10.

change the locomotive's driving direction to reverse
Check whether the locomotive also has the right direction physically
Now drag and drop it on the first block and choose “route”
If the locomotive has stopped there, measure the exact position of the buffer to the end of the
block.

You have probably now noticed that the locomotive has not stopped at the specified stop position. If it
has passed this then you increase the value for "backward" in the reaction delay segment of the
locomotive properties. If the locomotive stops too early, the value will be reduced. Start increasing and
decreasing with values of 100 ms and decrease this as the positioning gets better.
Repeat these steps until the positioning matches the specified stop position. This is not necessarily
accurate to the millimetres, but if you like it is always better. Because you must do this at every
locomotive, it is better to select trains that must stop very accurately and trains that must stop less
accurately. But this is entirely up to you to decide.
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Position indicator as a helpful tool
There is another nice check to see if you have measured everything correctly and entered.
If you right-click on the bar in the locgrid, a pop-up appears with which you can indicate which columns
you want to have visible. Select the “position” column here

Here it is stated exactly what, according to iTrain, is the position of the locomotive in that block. A handy
tool to test your own geometry, because computers don't lie!

Maintanence is important
For the reliability of your model railroad, maintenance of your locomotives is very important, poorly
maintained and dirty locomotives cause many malfunctions on your model railroad in addition to damage
and high repair costs. Our rule of thumb is to inspect and clean a locomotive every year or every 40
driving hours.
In iTrain you can indicate in the locomotive properties under "maintenance" what the maintenance cycle
is in hours. As soon as the cycle has expired, the figures in the locomotive counter will turn red and in the
loco grid if you have selected the "driving time" column.
Maintain your locos well or let us do this for you. We also have preventive solutions such as maintenance
& service processes to relieve you of maintenance. Ask about the possibilities on our website.
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FAQ
Train runs faster in operation than during the calibration
There is a good chance that you have performed a calibration while the locomotive's shunt position
was activated. It may happen that the direct control of the decoder is not on the f4 but that the
manoeuvring position is programmed for it. The easiest way is to remove the function in iTrain and
set the CV3 and CV4 in the decoder to 0 during the measurements.

The locomotive does not want to turn after completing a measurement
Check whether the block permits turning and whether the check marks in the measurement are
activated.

The locomotive continues and does not stop after the measurement
We know this phenomenon but have not yet discovered a cause for it, it can happen. Stop the
measurement and restart it. If it continues to happen then report this to Berros via the iTrain
forum.

The locomotive always remains halfway through the section in the low steps
Check if the rails are dirty and the wheels of the locomotive for dirt. Maintenance can also play a
role in this.

Is it a problem that iTrain corrects the measurement
No, this isn’t a problem, these differences are not noticeable in driving behaviour.

I have a huge outlier in speed on one step
Then the locomotive probably stuck and later drove on again. Repeat this step when the calibration
is ready.

Is a short measurement section less accurate than a long measurement section?
In theory, opinions differ on this, some say that the formula (distance x time) is less on both fronts,
so that it remains the same, others say that the average becomes more accurate if the
measurement section is longer. However, in practice this difference appears to be minimal, the
chance of an incorrect measurement due to hitches is smaller with a short measurement section
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Epilogue
I have written this tutorial for general use. You do not have to pay for this manual and it can be
downloaded free of charge on our website. If you want to copy the text for private or club use, please
contact us.
Domburg Train Support is an official partner of Berros and an official reseller of the products. You can
also contact Domburg Train Support for advice, support and help at home or via TeamViewer. If this
manual does not help you with the adjustment of your locomotives, please contact us via our website.
I hope this tutorial will help you with the positioning of your model railway. If you have any comments or
remarks, please let me know. I can then process this in a new version. You can report this by sending an
email to info@domburgtrainsupport.nl
Thank you for reading and using this tutorial.
Sincerely,
Martin Domburg
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